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What is myFT?





myFT is a time-saving service that keeps you updated on 

your important topics in your preferred formats. Intelligent 

recommendations help you build knowledge and discover 

new insights with minimal effort.

Vision 



~910 000 
paying FT subscribers

~40% 
of subscribers follow topics through myFT



in 2017 myFT increased
user engagement by 

87%



myFT homepage component



Component position

Quite low



Experience 



Business goal

For non myFT users
to grow awareness of myFT through 

recommended content/topics



Business goal

For existing myFT users
to make the myFT experience more 
useful and relevant by giving users 

more control over what topics appear 
in their customisable space



Design process



Users’ needs - non users

[myFT] is a good facility but not really yet learnt to use it 
properly.

[myFT] It exists - I'm not sure it's good.



Users’ needs - existing users

The MyFT section of the front page should have a ribbon 
or something so I can see more than 4 topics I recorded 
in MyFT.

One suggestion so far: how about enabling the 
viewer/subscriber to move sections so that "myFT" can be 
at the very top?



Users’ needs - existing users

● I want to see more content in myFT homepage component
● I want to see the latest stories on the topics I follow
● I want to have an easier access to myFT on the homepage / I want myFT to be 

more prominent
● I want myFT to reflect my actual interests
● I want to be able to choose what and how many topics from myFT feed appear 

on the homepage component



Design studio



Customer council - 1. topic based onboarding



Customer council - 2. article based onboarding



Findings

Article based onboardingTopic based onboarding

8.25 (4) 7.3 (1)



A/B test results



+20%
CTR

negative
CTR

Article based onboardingTopic based onboarding



Implementation



myFT feed



Business goal

For myFT users
to increase visit frequency and article 

referrals from the feed page



Design process



Users’ needs - existing users

It would be convenient to be able to customise the order 
in which topics are displayed on the myFT page.



Users’ needs - existing users

● I want to be able to rearrange the order of the topics, filter and sort topics in 
myFT feed

● I want to see relevant recommendations in myFT and I don’t want to see old 
content, irrelevant recommendations and duplications in myFT feed

● I want to see more than 4 articles on each topic
● I want to see other types of content in myFT (comments, videos, special reports, 

commodities, markets data)



Research



A/B test results



+10%
CTR

New design

Old design



Thank you


